Secure communications, from HQ to battlefield

Webex for Defense – IL5 Certified

Nothing is more critical to successfully conquering today’s threat scape than making sure US DOD communications traffic is secure and reliable. Webex for Defense answers the call.

The DOD Impact Level 5 (IL5) solution aligns with the federal government’s cloud-first policy, supporting the full range of DOD’s unclassified collaboration needs. From DOD employees, civilians, and approved contractors to collaborate securely with anyone, anywhere, on their device of choice to make faster, better informed decisions.

Market-leading collaboration

One service, one experience, for every Department of Defense user

Voice      Video      Mobility      Instant messaging and presence      Conferencing

Department of Defense level security

Security

• Active monitoring and incident response
• All provider-held data remains in the U.S., and support is delivered by cleared U.S. citizen IT professionals
• FIPS 140-2 end-to-end encryption for all traffic between endpoints
• Meets stringent DOD requirements for responding to security events

Simplicity

• Simplifies procurement and reduces compliance headaches
• Automatic app and security updates
• Subscription-based service reduces installations, extended security processing, migrations, and more
• Cloud delivered, no on-premises footprint beyond endpoints required

Agility

• Moving from CAPEX to OPEX helps budgeting and can lower cost
• Optional integrated on-premises solution available for critical customers to provide additional survivability
• Pay as you go with no vendor lock-in
• Interoperability between different collaboration systems and platforms
• Cisco hosting and management frees you to focus on strategic priorities

Mission Enablement

• Satisfies the DOD cloud-first mandate while still allowing agencies to leverage existing communications investments
• Greater command and control capabilities by connecting forces with multiple nodes of communications
• Faster, more accurate decision making with securely encrypted communications from office to on the road
• Collaborate how and where you want, using chat, video, or phone from anywhere

Discover how Webex for Defense can help you achieve mission objectives.